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Introduction—Meet the Team
Carolyn Agnew
Head of User Involvement and Community Development
Volunteer Coordinators

Gerardette McVeigh
Welcome to the Southern Trust's
Volunteer Report for 2013/2014.

Imelda McPolin

Kate Johnston

Annual however this was not approved by Staff side.
and therefore did not proceed.

During the past year, there were:


672 Volunteers across the Trust.



363 new volunteers registered,



261 new volunteers placed ,



with 35 pending placement start.

Volunteers in a variety of roles contributed an
incredible 65,856 hours.
In addition to the range of volunteer roles
available across the Trust a further 5 new roles
were developed including:


Autism – mentoring and peer support role



Community Mental Health – Meal time
support & activity support in the Gillis ward
Armagh,



Befriending/mentoring role in Supported
Living in Armagh & Craigavon



Day Hospital - Meet & Greet role



10,000 Voices – support role (pending)

A further supported catering role for day time
opportunities in Trust canteens was developed

Farewell
In December 2013 we said farewell to
Imelda McPolin who resigned from her position
as Volunteer Coordinator for the Newry and
Mourne area. Imelda joined the Trust in April
2005 and was well loved and respected by both
her colleagues, and volunteers . Formerly the
manager of a Volunteer Centre, Imelda brought
an in depth knowledge and understanding of
volunteering and was a very valued, dedicated
and hard working member of the Promoting
Wellbeing team. While Imelda is greatly missed,
we wish her every success and happiness for
the future.
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Leadership and Corporate Commitment
The Southern Trust has prioritised volunteering within all aspects of its business agenda and
has established a range of effective supporting mechanisms that reflect this. The Trust’s
Volunteer Policy promotes and provides guidance on the appropriate involvement of volunteers
throughout the Trust to ensure that the interests of recipients, volunteers and staff are adequately
protected.
The work carried out by volunteers is welcomed and greatly appreciated. The Trust supports the
view that there is a very valuable and purposeful role for volunteers, which is separate and
distinct from that of paid workers and therefore not job substitution. Operating within the
constraints of its policy, the Trust aims to offer volunteers a variety of interesting and satisfying
tasks that will enhance the quality of care or service provided to service users without impinging
on the role of paid staff.
The Trust actively encourages partnerships with the statutory, voluntary and community
organisations in the development of volunteering. Not only is the work of volunteers valued, but
also the commitment and resources of the Volunteer Support Agencies which operate in some
areas to organise and co-ordinate volunteers.
The Trust is committed to involving volunteers , whether through the direct involvement of
volunteers in its work, or that of independent service providers, or
through the many voluntary organisations that provide health and
social care services.
The following outcomes from 2013/2014 show how the Trust will
ensure the further development and sustainability of
volunteering therefore adding value to core Trust service
provision:


Volunteer Action Plan developed for 2013/2014



Volunteer progress continually monitored and reviewed



Support to staff and volunteers and the continued
promotion of Trust Volunteer Policy and Procedures



Development of Volunteer publicity stand



Participation in HSCB Steering Group to develop regional
Volunteer Strategy and Action Plan for HSC and response
to consultation

Volunteers are real ambassadors for the Southern Trust. They provide an added dimension to
the quality of care and are regarded as an invaluable part of our Trust service. The
contribution made by volunteers would not be possible without the support of our staff who
welcome volunteers into their wards, teams and departments on a daily basis and fulfil the role
of key worker to ensure that the volunteer is supported in their role.
Examples of the progress which has been made to further enhance volunteering across the
Trust and to further develop and refine the mechanisms and structures previously developed
are detailed overleaf.
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Developing Volunteering Together
Developing Volunteering Together
The Volunteer Service in the Southern Trust are continually looking
for ways to improve the service it delivers to volunteers, placement
providers and volunteer beneficiaries. Volunteer reviews are
completed after the first six weeks of the placement and annually
thereafter. We also ask for feedback from volunteers, placement
providers and those who benefit from the volunteer activities.

Regional Plan for Volunteering in Health and Social Care 2014-2017
In March 2014, the Trust in partnership with Volunteer Now hosted a consultation focus group to
discuss the new draft HSC Volunteer Strategy and Action Plan. The plan sets out a series of
proposals to:


Promote and support the role of volunteers within health and social care



Ensure that the commissioning of services from organisations using volunteers is informed
by good practice guidelines and standards



Encourage health and social care organisations to enable employees to contribute to
employer supported volunteering.

Over 30 volunteers, keyworkers and other stakeholders
participated in the event and their feedback will help
shape the future for volunteering in health and social
care across N. Ireland.

The Southern Trust

will develop its

Volunteer Action

plan for 2014/2015 based on the new HSC Volunteer
Strategy and Action Plan.
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Valuing Volunteering
Valuing Volunteering
The Southern Trust continues to recognise the
contribution made by volunteers in a number of
ways.
At our Annual Volunteer Recognition event in
June 2013 over 75 volunteers attended.
Speakers included a key worker, a volunteer
and a beneficiary of the volunteer service.

Long service award volunteers

Long Service Pins were awarded to volunteers ranging from 5 to 20 years of Trust volunteering.
As always, it was an opportunity to say a big thank you to all those who give up their valuable
time to help others. Five volunteers received their
Millennium Award 100 hours certificates and eighteen
received their 50 hours certificates.

Millennium volunteers
2 summer scheme recognition events were held for students,
key workers & parents . 96 students participated in the 6 –
week generic programme within Trust facilities across the
three localities.
2 volunteers were awarded their 200 hours volunteering by
Volunteer Now at a recognition event in Guildhall Derry.
450 Christmas cards were posted to all the Trust volunteers.
1 volunteer , Helen Kelly, was awarded Volunteer of the Year
at Northern Ireland Dementia Achievements Conference.

Trust Excellence Awards
This year seven volunteers and four groups of volunteers were nominated for the Trust
Excellence awards. These annual Awards recognise the exceptional achievements and
contributions of individuals, teams and volunteers in their work with service users, their
colleagues, partner agencies and the wider Trust. One volunteer and two groups of volunteers
have been shortlisted for the Excellence Awards Ceremony. This will take place on 14th May
2014 when the finalists will receive certificates and the overall winner will be announced.
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Volunteer’s Story
Lynne Collie volunteers as a befriender. This is her experience of being a
volunteer in the Southern Trust.
How did you come to be a volunteer?
After my mother passed away I wanted to do something that suited me. I went onto the
Southern Trust website and it directed me to a number of roles which included
befriending and I thought this is what I wanted to do. There was a contact number for
Gerardette McVeigh the Volunteer Coordinator.

What’s involved in the role?
On a weekly basis I visit Cecil, we just chat and have a laugh. There are no interruptions
or distractions; just time for us to talk. We talk about family, the news, football the lot! We
are totally engaged and focused on each other and our lives.

What’s in it for you?
Friendship, laughter. I always feel great after our visit. Do you ever get that ‘right as reign’
feeling after you have gone for a lovely brisk walk? Well, that’s what it is like following my
meeting with Cecil. Life changes as you get older, there are different challenges—if we
can see that one day we will be older and how will we feel? At the beginning of my visits
with Cecil I was a volunteer but after four years our friendship has grown I don’t see
myself as the volunteer . I know there is a benefit there for both of us. Befriending is
what it is all about.

What advice would you give someone considering getting involved in
volunteering in the Trust?
Just do it! It adds a whole new dimension to your life. You are able to support someone
else and know that it makes a difference to their life. The befriending scheme is very
rewarding.
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Service User’s Story
Cecil Anderson is a service user of the Trust and he is befriended by Lynne on a
weekly basis. This is his experience as a service user of the befriending scheme.
How did you get involved with the volunteering service?
My social worker recommended it to me and sent in a referral and Gerardette McVeigh the
Volunteer Coordinator sorted it all out for me.

How were the initial visits?
From day one it has been great. My family live quite a distance away which makes
Lynne’s visits more appreciated. Lynne was friendly and polite.

What have you got out of the befriending service?
I have got friendship and something to look forward to each week. Our chats brighten my
day we have great discussions about family and friends and always are able to have a
laugh. I do not know what I would do without her coming to me each week, she gives me
something to look forward to as it was a very empty home with my wife’s passing away.
My family adore Lynne and sometimes they meet while Lynne is visiting. Over the past
four years Lynne has become a great friend to me and my family, her kindness and support has been invaluable. She is almost like a part of the family to me and a very special
person.

Would you recommend this to another older person?
Most definitely—if you are lucky to get as great a person as I have got you will certainly
get great benefit from a volunteer (now friend) calling in once a week.

Service User Cecil Anderson pictured with Lynne Collie, Volunteer
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Volunteering within our Hospitals– Over 68 Active Volunteers
There are many different roles open to volunteers in Southern Trust hospitals. Some roles involve
working with hospital staff, while others involve spending time with patients. There are currently
more than 68 volunteers working between Craigavon , Daisy Hill and South Tyrone hospitals. A
striking feature of the volunteers is their diversity. They range between students through to
retirees, and from those in full-time employment to the unemployed, and come from a wide range
of ethnic backgrounds. Below are some examples of how volunteering within our hospitals is
making a difference by enhancing the services we provide.
Helping out in the
Emergency Department
Two volunteers provide a
meet and greet role,
supporting patients
requiring assistance

Day Surgery Volunteers
Three volunteers are currently
placed within Day Surgery in
South Tyrone hospital.
Recruitment continues for
Craigavon and Daisy Hill
Hospitals

Linking with Hospital
Radio
A small team of
volunteers continues to
support this service

‘Here to Help’
Visiting a hospital can be a daunting experience for patients
and their carers . To ensure that this experience is as
stress free as possible, a group of specially trained
volunteers are on duty in the main hospital foyers during the
week, to provide information, directions and assistance to
patients and visitors.
‘Here to Help’ is running successfully in Craigavon Area
Hospital with 18 volunteers currently in place.‘ Here to Help’ continues to run in Daisy Hill
Hospital although it is not as busy as Craigavon. The volunteer role has been extended to
supporting service users access the self-check-in system in the outpatient department,
training is in process to train the volunteers on how to use this new system.
A new role has been developed whereby the volunteer will deliver health and wellbeing
information on the wards using a specially designed trolley. This role is currently with Staff
side for approval and to date 1 volunteer has been recruited and is awaiting their start date.

Supporting Breastfeeding
Trust volunteer coordinators continue to
support the Breast Feeding Peer Support
service and hold yearly reviews with the
volunteers and key workers. Ten new
volunteers have been recruited and trained
to OCN level 2 bringing the total to 25.

Volunteering within Cancer and Clinical
Care
A Cancer Information volunteer role
developed for cancer information centre in
Craigavon Area Hospital . To date 11
volunteers have been recruited and are
progressing with training . It is hoped that the
new information pod will open by the end of
May 2014.
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Meal Time Support Volunteering
Meal Time Support
Our effective volunteer mealtime support service continues in Daisy Hill Hospital , South Tyrone
Hospital and Craigavon Area Hospital sites. Twenty seven volunteers have been recruited,
trained and placed within the hospitals and one has been placed in a Social Education Centre.
The mealtime support volunteers provide valuable support and encouragement at mealtimes for
patients who require it, to help optimise recovery and wellbeing through good nutritional care.
Feedback to date indicates that this service enhances the patients’ hospital experience and
improve the patients’ nutritional intake at mealtimes.

A Volunteer’s Story
Gilbert volunteers as Befriender/Meal Time Support
volunteer in Loane House, South Tyrone Hospital This is
his experience of being a volunteer in the Southern Trust
How did you come to be a volunteer?
I retired as a staff nurse in February 2012, after nursing since
1980 in England and in N Ireland. I always enjoyed chatting to
the patients as I nursed them, and felt that this was an
important part of my role. Time constrains often meant that this
aspect of care came second as the priority was meeting
physical needs. So I had it in mind when retiring to see if I
could be on a ward with more time to give to this side of care.
What’s involved in the role?
I have personally chosen a befriending role. When I arrive on the ward at Loane House,
South Tyrone Hospital I go around all the patients and introduce myself to new patients,
ask them if there is anything they need and spend sometime chatting to the patient. Then
I also have a role at lunchtime helping with meals, encouraging patients to eat, assist in
feeding anyone who needs help under the direction of the ward nurses. I have received
extra training for this role.
What’s in it for you?
I get the satisfaction at having been able to make the stay on the ward perhaps a little
pleasanter for a few patients, and being able to assist the staff who I know from
experience can be extremely hard pressed at times.
What advice would you give someone considering getting involved in
volunteering in the Trust?
Examine your motives. We ought not to be primarily there for ourselves. Every little bit of
help is useful. There are a wide range of roles. If you are interested in working with
people, in nursing or elsewhere the only way to find out if this is your forte is to try it and
see!
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Volunteering with Children, Families and Youth services—Over 60
Active Volunteers
By volunteering with the Trust, volunteers can make a real difference to the lives of the most
vulnerable; children, families and young people. Working directly with children, young people and
families volunteers can help them build a brighter future and are highly valued for the contribution
that they make. Below are some examples of how volunteering with children, families and young
people is making a difference.

Summer Scheme

Supporting Children with Disabilities
The Trust volunteer service continues to work
alongside social work teams, who care for
children with a
disability, to
develop summer
schemes. The
scheme is going
from strength to
strength with
families from the
Armagh &
Dungannon
locality now
availing of the
summer
scheme . The schemes continue to evaluate and
review how they are doing and take on board
feedback from families, children and volunteers.

Volunteering Opportunity

Sure Start—Armagh & Dungannon

Children’s Wards

This year we have 7 active volunteers
within SureStart in Armagh, Dungannon
and Coalisland supporting various
programmes
such as Baby
café, two
year old
programmes, etc

This year 24 volunteers were registered,
trained and placed within the children's wards
in both Craigavon Area Hospital and Daisy
Hill Hospital. These placements offer huge
value in the delivery of service and staff within
the wards are now undertaking supervision
with the volunteers having completed Key
Worker training.
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Volunteering within Mental Health & Disability Services—Over 24
Active Volunteers
Mental Health and Disability services really appreciate the work and support of volunteers. There
are many volunteer roles within these services, all of them rewarding and all offering the opportunity to help people lead more fulfilling lives or to gain valuable experience in the mental health
and disability sector. Below are some examples of volunteering within Mental Health and Disability
services.

Physical & Sensory Services
The Trust Volunteer service continues to
recruit, place and support volunteers and
key workers in day centres, supported living
centres and day time opportunities for adults
with a physical and Sensory disability. Yet
again these placements offer huge value in
the delivery of service for service users and
staff.

Volunteer Support within Bluestone
A volunteer continues to provide support to
the Bluestone Library and a volunteer
supports service users by assisting them with
picture framing in the Bluestone Unit CAH.

Volunteers in St
Luke’s
Two volunteers
continue to provide
support to Gillis
Outpatient Unit and Day
Unit at Mullinure
Hospital. We are
currently recruiting new
volunteers for meal time
support and volunteer
activity support roles
within the Gillis Ward.
Helen Kelly, Volunteer
at Gillis Day Unit was
awarded Volunteer of
the Year 2013 for her
role within dementia
services

Befriending for Adults with a Physical Disability
We are continuing to recruit, place and support volunteers within day centres, residential
centres, supported living centres and within day time opportunities. From January 2013,
These value roles include Shopping escort, activity support and IT support role. These roles
support the service user to be more independent and give them a sense of achievement upon
completion of their projects.
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School Projects Trust wide

Meadows Day Centre

Lisanally Day Centre

School Projects
The service continues to support the development of the intergenerational volunteering
partnership between local schools and Trust Day Centres. This year 80 young people
have been recruited and have undergone volunteer induction training. The Volunteer
Service worked with eight schools across the Trust . Keady High School, City of Armagh
High School, St. Patrick’s Academy Dungannon, Portadown College, St. Michael’s
Grammar School Lurgan, Kilkeel High School, St. Louis School Kilkeel and St. Joseph’s
Crossmaglen.
The projects were delivered over a six week period - a reminiscence project and an
itinerary based project e.g. art & craft, quiz and music and a dance/drama project took
place in seven of the Day Care Centres which included Keady Day Centre; Lisanally Day
Centre, Armagh; Oakridge SEC, Dungannon; Eden SEC, Portadown; Meadows Day
Centre, Portadown; Manor Centre Lurgan; Donard Day Centre, Newry; Slieve Roe House,
Newry and Shan Lieve Supported Living , Newry.
Evaluation of project has revealed that “Everyone who took part in the projects have
enjoyed it. The service users can’t wait for it to start again”.

Eden S.E.C.

Keady Day Centre
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School Projects Trust wide

Keady Day Centre

Lisanally Day Centre

Meadows Day Centre
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Volunteering within Older People Services — over 118 Active
Volunteers
Fit4U Project
Fit 4 U is a partnership project, which plans and develops
physical activity and leisure opportunities for adults with
physical/sensory disabilities in the SHSCT area. Volunteers
provide support with many of the activities such as archery,
boccia, boxercise, yoga. Trust wide there are 8 active
volunteers.
Joan O’Hare, Volunteer with
the Project explains: “As a
Volunteer, I support people
with disabilities to do physical
activities. It gives me great
satisfaction and the
opportunity to socialise with
people with disabilities.”

Befriending
The volunteer service in
partnership with the Dementia
Team in A&D and the Social
Work Team for older people in
C&B have developed two new
befriending roles. 1 volunteer
has been recruited, trained and
placed within Memory Services
in Armagh and a further two are
in process. 1 volunteer has
been identified for the Older
people’s Team in C&B and the
application is currently being
processed.

Volunteers Joan &
Alice with Service
User Frances

REACH Project
The REACH (Regenerating Environments
and Communities Health) project aims to
improve the health and wellbeing of
individuals, families and communities
throughout the Southern Area. A range of
volunteering
opportunities assisting with
programmes such as walking,
cycling and cooking skills have
been developed and placements
made which is having an added
value to the overall REACH
programme. (16 volunteers
Trustwide)
Ciaran—Volunteer

‘Care in the Home’
The Trust continues to fund the British Red Cross ‘Care in the Home’
scheme. This is a short-term care and support in the home for people after an accident or illness,
giving them the confidence to continue their daily lives. The service can be provided following a
stay in hospital or to prevent unnecessary hospital admissions. There are now 35 active
community volunteers and 110 people used the service between April 2013 and March 2014
which equates to 1778 contact hours.
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Volunteer Drivers — 45 active across the Trust
The Trust recognises the significant contribution made by volunteer drivers. The Trust’s Volunteer
Policy and Procedures is currently being reviewed and up-dated to include Volunteer Drivers and all
new drivers are now processed by the Volunteer Coordinators who also provide generic Volunteer
Induction training which includes Infection Prevention and Control. The Volunteer Coordinators
also arrange Adult Safeguarding and Child Protection training which is now mandatory for all
Volunteer Drivers. There are currently 45 Volunteer drivers across the Trust and these volunteers
are managed and supported by the Trust’s Assistant Transport Controllers. Every year the
Transport Office checks with each Volunteer Driver to ensure that their driving documents are up-todate. There is no upper age limit for Volunteers including Volunteer Drivers, however those drivers
aged over 70 must have their driving licence signed off by a GP annually and the Trust’s
Occupational Health service is available to advise on any concerns.

Partnership Working
Collaboration and partnership working is also crucial to the work of the Trust Volunteer service.
Partnerships with Volunteer Now, A&D Community Services, C&B Volunteer Centre and the
Confederation of Community Groups (CCG), Newry help promote and support volunteering across
the Trust area.
Within Armagh and Dungannon and Newry and Mourne the Trust funds two Good Morning Good
Neighbour Services through A&D Community Services and CCG that provide:

85 (A&D) 181(N&M) Good morning clients per quarter receive daily calls

33 (A&D) 80 (N&M) Good Neighbour clients registered for befriending quarterly

Average 35 volunteers per month support delivery of service for both services A&D

34 Volunteers Good Morning and 65 Good Neighbour N&M
“The service provides me with a real lifeline. Life can be lonely so it’s a great feeling when you
know someone is thinking of you. The service makes me feel connected with others and valued
within my community. I love to talk about old times, the weather and the news “

Within Craigavon and Banbridge the Trust funds
therapeutic volunteer placements for people with a
disability through the C&B Volunteer Centre.

91 volunteers currently registered


An additional 40 volunteers have moved into
mainstream volunteering



75 volunteers are in therapeutic placements



147 training sessions are delivered annually

I have learned so many new
skills I did not think I had hidden talents but the Project
has made me realise although
I have a disability I also have
ability.

The CAWT Older peoples project , which was extended by SHSCT until April 2014, provided
befriending services to over 90 vulnerable older people in the Armagh area delivered through 37
trained volunteers.

Employer Supported Volunteering
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The Trust’s Corporate Social Responsibility Policy includes a commitment to provide staff members with up to one day per year to use their experience and expertise for the benefit of a community / voluntary sector organisation. This policy has been approved by the Trust’s Senior Management Team.
In addition a ‘Staff Volunteer’ sub-committee of the ‘Trust in Community’ group has been established to oversee and promote staff volunteering within the Trust. The opportunities being promoted to staff include, for example:
Using your talents for the benefit of service users/residents in Day Care facilities, Residential
Homes (e.g. singing, art, nail painting, reading aloud).
Befriending.
Providing Mentoring for Adolescents/Young People.
Providing a Short Break for Children with a Disability.
Events have been organised in St Luke’s Hospital, Armagh and Craigavon Area Hospital to promote these volunteering opportunities to Trust staff.
In addition, during the past year the Trust has been involved in a number of additional ‘Trust in
Community’ initiatives.

During June 2013, staff from around the Trust participated in ‘Give and Gain Day’. This gave
them the opportunity to provide much needed practical support for the Southern Area Hospice,
Lisanally Special School and Praxis Care. Staff were involved in different tasks from gardening,
painting and mending garden furniture.

Trust staff and Lisanally Special School representatives on Give and Gain Day in Lisanally Special
School, Armagh
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For the last two consecutive years, the Trust has teamed up with the Trust Charity of the Year, the
Southern Area Hospice to organise an ‘Apprentice Style Shop Challenge’ thereby raising a total
of £18,000 for the Hospice. The events involved teams taking over the running of a Hospice
Charity Shop (Newry, Banbridge and Dungannon) for a day and competing to raise money, stock
and recruit volunteers.

Dungannon Team, Roberta Brownlee, Southern Trust Chair (back row 2nd from left)

Newry Team Members
Additional volunteering opportunities have been organised for staff this year, including for example
‘Silver Surfer’ IT training days for senior citizens and ‘Computer Taster’ days for visually impaired
clients.

Trust staff as Volunteers– Southern Trust Choir
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Southern Trust Arts Care Choir taking the world of music into
the world of work!
The Southern Trust Arts Care Choir is taking the world of music into the world of work in
an innovative scheme focusing on health and wellbeing of its staff, patients and wider community. It was established early 2009 initially in the Armagh and Dungannon area. Since
then the choir has increased its numbers and is now a trust wide choir funded by Armagh
and Dungannon Artscare Committee. It is open to staff who work at or who have worked for
the Trust and its connected organisations. The choir is also open to service users and carers
within the Southern Trust area. Rehearsals take place on a Thursday evening 5.30pm –
7.30pm.
Our primary goal is to have fun and choir members have the option to join in singing at local
events if they want to. We really want to contribute to life in the hospitals and community settings of the Trust and we have regularly performed in the Church in the grounds of St Luke's.
We also sing on the wards in Craigavon, Bluestone and Mullinure hospitals and can be seen
entertaining folk in the foyers of the hospitals especially around Christmas time!

The Southern Trust Arts Care Choir performing at
the Brian Boru festival in the Church of Ireland
Cathedral in Armagh

Trust staff as Volunteers– Southern Trust Choir
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As part of our commitment to sharing music with the Southern Trust community we make regular visits to local care homes, day centres schools etc to sing for the residents and clients.
We actively encourage patients and their carers to become involved in any of the performances; this can be done through dance, singing or saying a poem. The choir has performed at a
number of community events over the past year and have received numerous accolades in
recognition.

This is a taste of what we have been involved in so far:
Baby Bereavement Services Bereavement Services
Appleby Christmas Carol Singing and Services
SHSCT Excellence Awards
International Culture Night Regional Artscare Festival
Oakland's Strictly Come Dancing Brian Boru
Festival
Donegal Rd Methodist Christmas Celebration
Gillis Memory Centre

“I really enjoy attending the choir
and it has enabled me to meet lots of
different people from across the organisation, who in my normal working life I would never meet. At the
end of a hard day, it’s great to have

Up and coming events include:
Service of Thanksgiving for Longstone Hospital
Service of Thanksgiving for St Luke's Hospital

the opportunity to relax, sing and
have fun!”
Staff Choir Member

SHSCT Volunteer Recognition Awards

There are no auditions and songs can be learnt by ear in a relaxed atmosphere with no need to worry if you cannot read music!
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Volunteer Resources
What support is available for Volunteers?

Volunteer Pack

Volunteer Coordinators

Key Workers

Reimbursement of out of pocket
expenses

Training
What support is available for Trust Staff?

Volunteer Policy and Procedures

Volunteer poster and leaflet

Adult Physical Disability Team Volunteer Leaflet

Volunteer Policy and procedures training

Key Worker training
Are you interested in helping others?
Would you like to make a difference?
Then join us!
The Southern Trust welcomes Volunteers from all walks of life and offers a host of opportunities to
suit all skills and aspirations. Do you have a particular skill or talent? If you have a particular area
of interest that you would like to volunteer in, tell us about it and we will do our best to explore the
options available e.g. Can you play music, sing, dance? Do you have a talent in alternative
therapies such as aromatherapy, hand massage? Do have an interesting hobby such as collecting
stamps, postcards. Do you have a gift for photography, card making, painting, knitting or crochet?
Can you tell a good story or give a talk on local history. Whatever your gift or talent, please get in
touch
Volunteer Coordinators Contact details
If you are interested in volunteering, please contact:
Kate Johnston
Volunteer Coordinator,

Gerardette McVeigh
Volunteer Coordinator,

Promoting Wellbeing Team

Promoting Wellbeing Team

Tel: 028 3741 2116
Email: kate.johnston@southerntrust.hscni.net
Covering Armagh and Dungannon

Tel: 028 3831 1483
Email: gerardette.mcveigh@southerntrust.hscni.net
Covering Craigavon and Banbridge

Karen Faloon
Administrator, Promoting Wellbeing Team
Tel: 028 3083 4270
Email: karen.faloon@southerntrust.hscni.net
If you live in the Newry and Mourne area *
*Gerardette and Kate are providing limited temporary cover for the N&M area until a replacement
Volunteer Coordinator is appointed.

